Finding Life
By Terrie Chedore
When we weep, creation weeps
with us. But it isn’t enough that we
simply weep; God requires that we
seek joy, even in our darkest times.
The artist in me discovers
repeatedly that as I paint the story of
my grief, it becomes the story of my
deepest joy. To be attuned to, and to
live in the midst of this tension
between grief and joy is a blessing.
These moments that I share here are
exquisite, unforgettable moments: a
tendril of hair, a dripping icicle, and
the sparkling of stardust. Even as I
tell these stories ten years later,
there is a sense that I should
apologize for seeking joy in the
midst of such deep and
overwhelming grief – and yet, the
joy is there in the physical release of
exercise, in the intimacy of
relationship, in the trust of enduring
friendship, and in the sheer beauty
of creation.
In December 1999, Nathan
William Chedore, our only child,
died of congestive heart failure
brought on by Duchenne muscular
dystrophy. He was a young man
with tremendous spirit. Near the end
of his short life, Nathan’s world was
filled with people – not only friends
and family, but doctors, nurses,
teacher’s aides, therapists and
clinicians. The one thing he longed
for was someone who would love
him – someone who wasn’t family
and who wasn’t being paid to care
for him. Though his father and I did
all we could to bring quality of life
into the dying experience, this was
something beyond our control.

As faith would have it, Spirit
moved and the universe opened a
door: a new hospice worker joined
our team of support workers. She
had an unusual name. Nathan had
known a girl by that name in junior
high, but they had lost touch. “Do
you know her?” he asked. The
hospice worker attempted to
maintain confidentiality, but to no
avail. Nathan finally wore her down
with his stories. He talked about
Continued on page 2

Welcome to Our Issue
on Life and Death
The stories, articles and artwork
in this issue illustrate that life and
death are not simply opposites,
but are intimately intertwined.
Above: Chickadee drinking from
an icicle, by Terrie Chedore,
February 2010.
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how they had danced together in
Grade 8 and spent hours together in
the resource room in Grade 10. She
reluctantly admitted, “Yes, I know
her. She’s my daughter.” Nathan
was thrilled. He dictated a note and
asked her to deliver it to her
daughter.
The two young people
exchanged letters for a few days.
Eventually Nathan gathered the
courage to phone the girl. They soon
became inseparable. She visited
often, and if she couldn’t visit they
talked by phone. When they were
together they listened to music,
played video games, and shared
secrets. By November, he was head
over heels in love. Just before
Christmas, he sent me on a wild
goose chase for the perfect locket,
which he wanted to be specially
engraved with her name and
“forever Nathan.” On Christmas
Day, he invited her to a special
dinner – just the two of them. He
planned the meal, and gave me
directions on what silverware and
crystal to use. Once the candles
were lit and the sparkling water
poured, he shooed me away. The
two young people had a quiet,
romantic dinner together. He gave
her the locket and professed his
love.

Four days later, Nathan’s health
deteriorated rapidly, and he chose to
be hospitalized. Friends, community
nurses and others gathered with us
around his bed. He acknowledged
each person’s presence as they held
his hand. His girlfriend was the last
to arrive. “I love you,” he said when
she took his hand. “I love you, too,”
she responded, as she laid her long
hair against his cheek. “I love you,”
he whispered, as he closed his eyes
and sank into a coma. Those were
his last words.
That moment for me is
suspended in time, bathed in
warmest light – a strand of hair, a
lover’s touch – a gift we, as parents,
could not provide. Nathan died early
the next morning.
Two months after Nathan’s
death, my friend and I were crosscountry skiing. I remember pausing
in the cold, crisp air as my friend
disappeared over the rise. It was one
of those brilliant February
mornings. The slender trees were
snow-covered. Their long shadows
undulated like gentle waves over the
glistening snow. All was silent. The
beauty of the moment caught in my
throat. “Can you see this, Nathan?” I
dared to whisper. My eyes
immediately filled with tears. I
shook off the thought and pushed
forward. At the top of the hill, I

stopped to catch my breath. That’s
when it happened.
Suddenly the silence was
broken. I looked up just as three
little chickadees landed in the tree
over my head. Their landing shook
the delicate branches, and
snowflakes twinkled down on me
like stardust. Something inside me
bubbled up. I can only describe it as
the joy of being one with creation,
of being embraced by the Source of
our Being. In that moment, I knew
that I was not alone. I recognized
the interconnectedness of all of
creation. When the time is right, we
are nudged to open ourselves. One
part speaks to another and we
experience a rebirth.
Here, in this pastel painting [on
the cover], a tiny chickadee sips
water from an icicle. This has
become my Christ symbol. If not for
the warmth of the sunshine on a
bitter, cold day, this little chickadee
would die of thirst. Even in the
darkest days, life finds a way!
As I write this article, I am
acutely aware of my own mortality.
In a few days, I begin treatment for
a rare form of leukaemia. Although
the prognosis is good, I don’t know
what the future will bring. So I wait
with an expectant heart for the
exquisite moment when rebirth will
come. The grief I am feeling now
will die off like these
unhealthy cells, and joy
will insert itself into the
hollow, dark spaces.
[Terrie Chedore (U10)
lives in Hamilton, ON.
Her workshops for those
living with grief
incorporate art activities,
spiritual rituals and
heartfelt discussion.]

Left: A moment of
intensity and fun at this
summer’s LDM in
Calgary.
Photo by Shelley Buffitt
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Living with Super Hughman
By Glenda Knoll
“What are you talking about?” I
was livid. My partner Hugh and I
had just been given the news of his
diagnosis of stage 4 colon cancer. I
grabbed his hand, my head and
heart flooding with craziness, not
able to take in even one more word.
“Let’s get out of here; I’m not
going to do this now.” It was only
the day before that we had
celebrated our second wedding
anniversary.
Hugh’s story is amazing and
full of inspiration. I am so very
proud that he was a part of my life
and that in the end the cancer woke
us both up to living. He used to say
adamantly, “If I leave this world
and my life is defined by my fight
with this illness, then people will
have forgotten who I am.” Hugh
survived for almost five years after
his diagnosis, which is how he got
the nickname “Super Hughman.”
In the beginning there was no
real time to deal with emotions, as
we had just stepped onto the
treadmill called “medical care.”
Within days of Hugh’s diagnosis he
would enter the hospital for
emergency surgery to remove a
tumour blocking his colon. That
treadmill would take us through
several more surgeries,
chemotherapy, radiation,
specialists, pain management,
emergency hospital visits, home
visits, therapists and more.
At first I wanted to know
everything. What did the doctors
see? How many tumours were
there? Which organs were
involved? What could we expect? I
wanted to know about dying. Was
the cancer fast-paced or slow? But
mostly, I wanted to know what was
happening in Hugh’s head. “Are
you afraid?” I asked him one day.
His response: “I’m afraid of pain,
but I’m most afraid for you. I want

you to just stop and listen, because
in the quiet you will hear what God
is trying to say to you.” I had
forgotten about God.
Where do you begin to look for
God in the midst of all this sadness
and challenge? She appeared in the
faces of many who came to minister
to us and share our journey.
Neighbours, church members, our
pets, long-time friends and family
all poured love into our lives. Many
came to take away the tasks that
seemed unmanageable.
Four years into Hugh’s cancer
diagnosis we received devastating
news from yet another CT scan –
the cancer had settled into his
sacrum, with a tumour the size of a
baseball pushing into his organs. He
would soon lose the use of his legs,
and there would be pain. He would
not be able to die at home as he had
planned, but would need palliative
care in a hospital.
Nothing is worse than hearing a
loved one call out to you in pain.
My body would just shudder when I
would hear him screaming out my
name as I stepped off the
elevator. When nurses
would come to comfort
me, I would push them
away in desperation and
agitation. “Please, God,
show yourself to me
now.” The answer came
to me in the face of
Hugh’s doctor, who said,
“It is time to let him rest.
He is very tired and he is
living for you now. I can
give him the medication
that he needs to rest
deeply and comfortably,
but he will not wake up
again.”
I felt as if his room
instantly filled with light
and love, and I quietly
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crawled into bed with him as I had
on so many occasions. Nothing
more needed to be said. This was a
sacred time. I remembered how
Hugh had lived his life with honour
and integrity, and knew that he
deserved to die that way as well. It
wasn’t about me.
For several days I lay beside
him, taking comfort in his breathing
as it became more shallow. To me,
his breath was beckoning God to
wrap Her arms around him and
carry him to the place where there is
new hope and freedom from pain.
Hugh has been gone now for
two years, and I am feeling an
overwhelming sense of sadness as I
relive these very difficult memories
to finish this article. In the midst of
this sadness my phone just rang,
and Megan McKenzie announced
that she has had a healthy 7lb. 6oz.
baby boy named Ridd.
That’s God for you.
[Glenda is Community Resource
Coordinator at CCS.]
Below: Hugh’s superhuman ways date
back to before Glenda knew him!

Their Legacy Lives On
By Charlotte Caron
Since my student days in the
early 1970s, many women
connected with the Centre for
Christian Studies have inspired and
mentored me. Here I present three
vignettes, illustrating how such
women have embodied so much of
what I value about CCS.
The other day, as I was sorting
files to go to the archives, I came
across a set of graduation photos.
The one from 1952 includes Ruth
Pogson, and an earlier one (undated,
probably 1922) her mother, Lillian
Duggan. Several mothers and their
daughters have attended CCS, but
Ruth is notable for me since she also
served on the Program Staff for

many years. When I was a student
she taught various courses,
including some on Christian
Education, and she helped us to
form our diaconal identity. While
Ruth moved on to become a priest
in the Anglican Church and a highly
regarded spiritual director, she
continued her commitment to CCS
throughout her life. In recent years
she was instrumental in setting up a
fund for spiritual direction and
spiritual nourishment for the
students and staff of CCS, and at her
death a further gift strengthened
CCS’s capacity to do this work. I
remember Ruth from my student
days as a quiet, dedicated woman

who knew her field through study
and through engagement in her
Anglican church.
When I graduated, I moved to
B.C., where the women of the
Association of Professional Church
Workers took me into their fold.
Many of these women were retired
from overseas missionary work or
from work in Canada with First
Nations people or immigrants.
Others were active in congregational
Christian Education work in
Anglican and United churches. They
were single women, as the barriers
against married women in ministry
were still pretty rigid in those days.
As single women they were family,
counting on each other for support
in every way. They knew that if
they were ill or in crisis or
unemployed, one of the other
women would open her home for as
long as needed. Because pensions
for overseas women workers were
pitiful, many were poor and
occasionally needed help from a
sister deaconess. I was part of a later
generation, which created new
forms of ministry, connection and
support, but will always count
myself blessed to have been
enfolded in that family of wise and
generous women. Through their
mentoring, they gave me a deep
understanding of emotional bonding
Continued on page 5

Left: Anglican Women’s Training
College graduating class of 1952.
Back row (l to r): Ruth Pogson,
Mary Harris, Nancy Dunsieth,
Maxine McGreggor, Shirley Fletcher,
Isobelle Milburn. Second row:
Grace Stirling, Alison Sheppard,
Betty Hawkins, Catherine Greene.
Front row: Wynne Ditchburn,
Evelyn Thompson, Ruth Parker.
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and responsibility toward my
colleagues in diaconal ministry.
Years later I moved to
Saskatchewan and became involved
with a different group of diaconal
ministers – activist movers and
shakers – including Barb Elliott, a
diaconal minister on the United
Church Conference staff. This was
at a time when feminism was
growing, and women were speaking
out for equality and change. A
visionary and vocal woman, Barb
broke down barriers between
diaconal ministers and others in the
church, be they ordained ministers,
staff associates or lay people. Along
with others, she worked tirelessly
for the recognition of diaconal
ministers in the structures of the
United Church, helping to establish
the equality of diaconal and
ordained ministers. (Now we have
one Order of Ministry with two
functions, with diaconal ministers
commissioned to ministries of
education, outreach and pastoral
care and others ordained to
ministries of word, sacrament and
pastoral care.) Barb and I spent
many hours scheming and agitating
for changes to the church!
CCS has always encouraged
women’s ministries. Women like
Ruth Pogson were women of
strength, open to change and to the
Spirit’s moving. Women like those
of the Association of Professional
Church Workers taught me a deep
understanding of what community
and commitment to others means.
Women like Barb Elliott mentored
me in being an activist for change.
Although most of these women have
died, their legacy remains in all that
I am and do.
[Charlotte Caron graduated from
CCS in 1972. She is Acting
Principal of CCS.]

Earth and Spirit at One
The life of a human being has a beginning and end,
start and finish, introduction and conclusion
Life begins with 9 months of patient, passive waiting,
wrapped in a womb
No hopes, dreams, fears, anxieties
Physical needs met, total dependence.
Your earthly mother laboured and heaved and cried and laughed
you into this world
You did not choose your own conception
You did not schedule your birth
You did not wonder about life’s purpose
You simply became alive.
You were born dying.
Your earthly family will labour and struggle and cry and laugh you
from this world
You cannot choose your method of death – illness, accident,
age, violence
You cannot schedule your body’s expiry date
You wonder about your life/death’s purpose
You will simply die
Which is simply part of life.
The divine life has no beginning, no start, no introduction – no end,
no finish, no conclusion
The divine life is, was and always will be
Hopes, dreams, fears, anxieties shared with all creation
Seeking spirit food, spirit friends
Creator conceived the divine spark
Creator fanned the flame that burst into the fire that is you
Creation-love gives your life purpose
Created and loved – your divine self.
Accept the gift of the divine you you are – merge it with your
humanity
Become a whole being
Human and Divine
Find balance, harmony, hope and purpose
Live & die sanctified, dignified
Earth and Spirit at one.
Debra Kigar
[Debra is a CCS student in her Integrating Year.]

Right: Lillian Duggan, the mother of
Ruth Pogson, is third from the left.
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Hospice Cares for Body, Mind and Spirit
By Mary Elliott
Working as a volunteer at
Hospice Wellington in Guelph has
taught me a great deal about death
and dying, and has offered me a
unique opportunity to share in the
life of other people. It has been a
privilege.
To responsibly serve clients and
the bereaved, hospice volunteers are
required to complete several
intensive training sessions, which
for me were transformative.
Through lectures, guided exercises
and role playing, we learned about
many aspects of the dying process
and various non-medical ways to
assist the dying through their endof-life journey. Most hospice
volunteers work with palliative
clients, but many work in other
areas, such as administrative
support, community education,
fund-raising and volunteer
recruitment. I have been
volunteering as a facilitator for both
the training of new volunteers and
for development days for volunteers
in the field, meeting many
wonderful people and listening to
amazing stories along the way.

One of the training sessions that
stood out for me concerned death
and dying in other cultures. A young
Muslim woman shared with us that
she found the quiet atmosphere of
funerals in Canada very strange. In
her country of origin the women
wail, and they sob long and loud. A
nurse in our group told us a story
about finding one of her dying
patients lying on the floor. When
she tried to move him to a bed the
family became very upset. She
didn’t know that in his religion a
person should be placed as close to
the ground as possible. Preparing
the body after death is very
important in some religions, and is
not left to the hospital staff. As a
hospice volunteer you may be asked
to visit with a client who is from a
culture other than your own, and
having an understanding of multifaith beliefs and practices is very
important.
Another interesting session was
on ethical volunteering. A
bioethicist provided us with many
illustrations of ethical dilemmas that
volunteers might face, and

emphasized the need to respect all
religions and cultures.
Prior to my involvement with
hospice, I did not know that it offers
programs to the community, such as
bereavement support. The
bereavement services are open to
the entire community, both adults
and children, regardless of whether
or not the deceased was a client of
hospice. One-on-one grief support
and a variety of support groups are
designed to serve an entire family in
grief.
A major element of the hospice
philosophy is its focus on caring for
the entire person – body, mind and
spirit. Although no one knows the
answers to the many questions that
arise regarding the mysteries of life,
we consider the spiritual beliefs of
our clients to be extremely
important to their overall wellbeing, and we value and respect
these beliefs. Responding to
spiritual needs can be challenging,
and yet it can be as simple as being
there. Respect and compassion are
paramount in all communication,
verbal and non-verbal. Encouraging
people to tell life stories can help
them make sense of what is
happening to them.
We volunteers often become
attached to long-term patients, and
when they die it might feel like
losing a family member. I am
grateful that hospice not only
nurtures and supports its clients, but
also takes care of its volunteers.
[Mary is currently a student in her
Integrating Year at CCS. She
became involved with Hospice
Wellington during her Pastoral
Care Year.]

Left: The LDM gang at
the Centre in June.
Photo by Scott Douglas
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What is My Legacy?
By Ross Taylor
“The only thing you take with you
when you’re gone is what you leave
behind.”
-John Allston
When we consider our life, let
us ask ourselves these questions:
“How will I be remembered?”
“How have I touched the lives of
others?” “What kind of legacy will I
leave behind?”
For those who have dedicated
their lives to the work of Christ,
there is some comfort that their
ministry has made a difference in
the world. Because church workers
seldom received huge salaries
during their working life, the
thought of leaving behind a
financial legacy does not seem
likely. And yet, most of us have
some accumulated resources. It is
possible to be a philanthropist and

to leave a meaningful legacy after
we are gone.
A planned gift to the Centre for
Christian Studies ensures that you
are remembered as one who cares
for the education of diaconal
ministers. By leaving a legacy you
can look after your family and still
support the Centre’s valuable work.
Making a planned gift is easy
and can take several forms: a
bequest in your will, life insurance,
or a charitable gift annuity. You
may realize considerable tax
benefits from your planned gift.
Seek advice from your legal and
financial advisor about possible tax
savings.
When you make a planned gift
to CCS you will be invited to
include your story in the “Songs Of
Life” book, which will list the
stories of all those who have made a
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planned or significant gift to the
Centre.
Even more than this, you can
take comfort in the legacy you will
leave. As CCS has been important
in your lifetime, it will be no less
important after you are gone.
Through a planned gift, you can
celebrate your life. You can ensure
the future of the Centre and you can
impact others for generations to
come.
Celebrate your life by
considering a planned gift to the
Centre for Christian Studies. For
more information, see the website
www.ccsonline.ca or contact Glenda
Knoll in the Development Office
204-783-4490 ext 22.
[Ross is part of the CCS
Development Committee.]
Below: The August LDM gang in Calgary.
Photo by Ted Dodd

Reflections on Life and Death
By Joan (Peck) McDonald
When I read that the theme for
the fall edition of Tapestry was going
to be “life and death,” I thought:
“Certainly a ’48 grad who is now in
her 90th year should have something
to say about that subject!” So here
goes.
On May 15 our Ontario family
had a gathering – not an easy task
when it involves more than a dozen
individual households established
somewhere around or between
Hamilton and Haliburton. We are all
descendants of one woman, my
mother. She was a single mother
with two girls, my sister Marjorie
and me, and we came from England
to Canada in 1927. During five
generations we have grown to be 43
in number, but only 31 live in
Ontario. This year we were finally
able to gather for a picnic; 24
residents of Ontario attended with
only 7 unable to come. We ranged
in age from 15 months to 89 years.
Some people had not met before,
and some of us hadn’t seen each

other for years. There was laughter,
lots of chatter, guitar music, sounds
of little feet running, and sharing of
photos of absent members. It was
delightful!
This is not the first attempt to
try to gather this family together.
However, this year we made a
greater effort. Why? I think it was
because my oldest daughter died last
year with very little warning. When
we gathered to celebrate her life,
many of us realized how seldom we
see each other – and said so! Over
the years we have gathered for
weddings, births and deaths, but the
reason for this gathering was
different: we just wanted to be
together and be a part of each
other’s lives.
I also want to share with you
some of the feelings I experienced
when I suddenly learned that my
daughter had about three months to
live. At first I was numb, for no
parent imagines having to bury a
child, but as I watched and helped

with her care when she was at home,
I often wished that her suffering
could be over. However, in the
hospice, where she was tenderly
cared for, I was able to cherish
every word she spoke, whether we
were alone, or with other family
members and friends. How lucky
we are (those of us who are left) to
have expressed thoughts which
might never have been expressed
except under the circumstances of
imminent separation through death.
We probably would not have held
hands for long periods of time, or
had relaxed lunches on the patio, or
enjoyed music together, or said over
and over, “I love you. I will always
love you!”
Not everyone is lucky enough to
be able to spend time with a dying
loved one; some lives are taken very
young, and many without any time
to say goodbye. Perhaps this is
enough reason to do our best every
day to express our love in the way
we live – for death is a part of life!

Wild Women’s
Expedition
This group had a
fabulous time this
summer celebrating
Juanita MacKinnonSmith’s 50th birthday.
Juanita (U04) was
Community Relations
Co-ordinator at CCS
until 2009. She is
currently a minister
with St. Matthew’s
Maryland Community
Ministry in Winnipeg.
Photo by Lynn Measner
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CCS Word Search Puzzle
Look horizontally, vertically,
diagonally, both forwards and
backwards, to find the 25 words
listed below, all of which are
associated with the Centre for

Leadership
United
Woodsworth
Solidarity
Non-hierarchical

Christian Studies (e.g., in our
promotional material). The
remaining letters will reveal a
hidden Biblical quote related to the
theme of “life and death.” Please

Education
Anglican
Conference calls
Advocacy
Inclusive

Pastoral care
Cooperation
Students
Creativity
Challenging
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call in this hidden quote to Glenda
at the CCS office (204-783-4490).
All correct entries received by
November 30 will be entered into a
draw for a fun prize.

Deaconess
Singing
Alumnae
Feminist
Rigorous

Christian
Prophetic
Welcoming
Liberation
LGBT-friendly

An Unwelcome Companion
By Bob McMillan
Years ago, while sitting in my
Grade 11 History class, I was
overcome by the horrible realization
that one day I would be dead. I
think the colour drained from my
face, because the teacher asked if I
was all right. Fighting the urge to
vomit, I lied and said I was.
The fear of death has travelled
with me ever since then, though it
rarely manifests itself in such a
dramatic fashion. Rather, it robs me
of vitality, leading me to choose the
less anxiety-provoking, physically
safer option at too many forks in the
road. I wish I could banish this fear
– a fear of nothingness – but I
cannot will it away.

The fear of death pervades our
culture, but we rarely talk about it.
We hide dead bodies from public
view, making it easy for people to
reach middle age without ever
having to confront one. Our
hospitals are monuments to our
triumphs over death, though the
victories are only temporary and the
war will never be won. Doctors are
the priests of our secular age, but
instead of offering eternal life they
simply postpone the inevitable.
The resurrection story – the
central story of our faith – suggests
how wonderful new life can emerge
through death. Biology teaches
similar concepts – dead plants

produce life-giving compost, while
fallen trees help to nourish the
forest. Yet when I contemplate the
inevitability of my own death, these
narratives offer little comfort.
What has helped, though, is the
faith that has developed in me –
slowly, intermittently – since
returning to church several years
ago. Faith is the opposite of fear,
people say. And while I can’t
articulate the content of this faith
when it comes to life after death, I
am grateful to sense that the fear is
being neutralized.
[Bob is a student taking the
Education Certificate Year. He is
also editor of Tapestry.]

The Life of the Centre
Congratulations to Tracy
Fairfield and Jung-Hee Park, two
CCS grads, for being awarded W.
Norman McLeod scholarships.
These awards are available to
ministers who intend to serve the
United Church of Canada and are
engaged in post-graduate education.
... If you haven’t done so yet, be
sure to check out the new CCS blog
at http://centreforchristianstudies.
wordpress.com ... CCS is launching
a new planned giving program
called the Songs of Life.
Participants intending to leave a
bequest to CCS are invited to share
their life stories, visions, values and
hopes for the future in the new

Songs of Life legacy book, which
will be located at the Centre and
online. Your contributions help to
secure the future of CCS, and are
greatly appreciated. ... We are
delighted to be preparing for a full
house in mid-October, when 21
students will be coming to
Winnipeg for the Education
Ministry Learning Circle. It is a
long time since the Centre has been
filled with so many students at one
time. This gathering will take place
soon after the departure of the 5
students in the Integrating Year (the
final year of the four-year Diploma
in Diaconal Ministries), whose time
together in Winnipeg began on
September 22. ... In
addition to the Leadership
Development Module
(LDM) that we run every
June in Winnipeg, we also
Left: W. Norman
McLeod scholarship
winners Tracy Fairfield
(l) and Jung-Hee Park (r).
Photos courtesy of
Glenda Knoll
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held an LDM in Calgary in August.
Sixteen people registered for the
course in Calgary, which was the
maximum number we could
accommodate. This was the second
LDM outside of Winnipeg – the
first was on Vancouver Island in
August 2009. We are now planning
for an LDM at Tatamagouche, Nova
Scotia, in August 2011. ...
Congratulations to Caryn Douglas,
former principal of CCS, who has
been awarded a McGeachy Senior
Scholarship by the United Church of
Canada. For her scholarship project,
Caryn intends to research the lives
of deaconesses through interviews
and archival documents. Caryn is
currently doing contract work for
the United Church’s Conference of
Manitoba and Northwestern
Ontario, and recently finished a
contract regarding the new training
program for designated lay ministers
in the United Church. ... Scott
Douglas, our program
administrator, has developed a
clever CCS marketing video, which
Continued on page 11

Continued from page 10

is now posted on YouTube. It’s
entitled “CCS Promo,” and you can
find it easily by Googling “youtube
centre christian studies” ... We are
grateful that CCS was not directly
affected by the cuts the United
Church of Canada announced this
summer to theological schools.
Funds from the United Church cover
about a quarter of our operating
expenses.

Editorial Note

Thank you to everyone who
wrote articles or submitted graphics
for this issue – our committee
appreciates your efforts. Thanks
also to those who offered feedback
on our last issue. If you ever have
suggestions for us, please pass them
on! Finally, thanks to CCS staff and
to Michael Flynn for their help with
this issue in various ways.
For our next issue, we are not
planning to focus articles around a
particular theme. We are hoping to
Passages
hear from students in the Education
Congratulations to our principal, Year and Integrating Year about
Megan McKenzie, and her partner
their experiences in the field, but
Jeremy on the birth of Peter Ridd
also invite anyone else to submit
McKenzie, a younger brother for
articles, photos or artwork that
Micah. Ridd was born at 4:13 a.m.
would be of interest to the CCS
on August 26, weighing 7 lbs. 6 oz. community. The next issue is due
Megan is on maternity leave.
out in late January, and the deadline
Below: Micah and Ridd for submissions is January 14.
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www.ccsonline.ca
info@ccsonline.ca
Publications Mail
Agreement No. 40039871
Please return undeliverable
Canadian mail to the above
address.
Editorial Committee:
Ken Delisle
Glenda Knoll (staff)
Jody Maltby (Communications
Committee liaison)
Bob McMillan (editor)
Marguerite Watson
The views expressed in this
publication do not necessarily
reflect the views of the editorial
committee or of the Centre for
Christian Studies.
Tapestry is being printed in
Winnipeg during the first week
of October.

Celebrate the Ministry

Centre for Christian Studies
60 Maryland Street
Winnipeg, MB R3G 1K7

Enclosed is my cheque for: $500
$250
$150
$100
$75
Other
I would like information about the Songs of Life legacy project.
I would like to sign up for monthly withdrawals.
This donation is in memory celebration of:
______________________________________________

Please return this form
with your donation.

Date: _______________________20______
From: _______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
E-mail: _______________________________
Phone: _______________________________

Your gifts enable CCS to continue transforming
the lives of students and being a voice for peace
and justice. Thank you for your support!
Please make cheques payable to: Centre for Christian Studies

Charitable Registration No. 10689 7812 RP0001
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Upcoming Events
at the

Centre for Christian Studies
Education Ministry Learning Circles:
Oct. 14 - 28 in Winnipeg
Mar. 31 - Apr. 14, 2011, in Winnipeg
The Education Ministry Year, which includes two learning
circles and a field placement, fosters the development of
creative, compassionate, confident leaders in Christian
Education. During the learning circles we will explore ideas
and develop skills in faith formation, theology, ecumenism
and worship. You will have the opportunity to identify your
strengths as a leader, to test new discoveries, and to
challenge yourself to grow.

Leadership Development Modules:
May 30 - June 11, 2011, in Winnipeg
Aug. 8 - 20, 2011, in Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia
This intensive two-week course is an introduction to
Centre for Christian Studies diploma and year-long
certificate programs. Using a participatory process, we will
explore such topics as group dynamics, facilitation, conflict
resolution and learning styles. Participants will work in
groups to design and lead both worship and workshops,
and will come to know themselves better through
various exercises in self-development.

Centre for Christian Studies
Woodsworth House
60 Maryland Street
Winnipeg, MB R3G 1K7

Students at CCS learn through:
• integration of experience and academics
• intentional community-building
• personal growth and transformation

CCS prepares leaders in ministry who:
• embrace God’s incarnation in humanity and the world
• embody God’s care and compassion for all
• empower others to use their gifts
• enable change toward justice

To facilitate integration of learning,
students participate in:
A Field Placement
• 12 hours per week engaged in ministry in your home
community, possibly combined with employment
2 Learning Circles...
• students from across the country gather for
two 16-day learning circles per year in
S’s
Winnipeg during the fall and
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